Death tolls are rising, in most of the world this viral infection is rampant. Emergency departments are overwhelmed; we can\'t find a mask or a gown to protect ourselves. We heard that in China they brought in 40,000 healthcare workers in complete protective gear to bail out Wuhan and none of this back up crew became infected with the virus. We see the patients with heart attacks and strokes that can\'t get treated because the patient next to them is sicker with COVID 19 and can\'t breathe. We realize that there aren\'t enough ventilators to support each breathless patient that comes in. A hospital spokesman comes down from his office and tells us, "leave that one to die".

Can anything good come out of this?

It\'s hard to think anything good can come out of a plague, especially one as devastating as this one. But human psyche demands some good, some kernel of hope to rely on simply to survive. In 1946, Viktor Frankel wrote *Man in Search of Meanin*g after surviving the Holocaust. He describes people who lost their entire family in concentration camps while suffering from hunger, cold and vicious attacks, the loss of every possession and every value, constantly expecting the next moment to be their last.

Frankel tells of what kept him alive when everyone was dying around him. He would invoke the adage of Nietzsche, "He who has a why to live can bear with almost any how." If one is able to identify a purpose in life then that purpose can function as a vehicle for survival and longevity. If humanity has meaning, it will continue to flourish despite all indignities.

Frankel discovered that long-held truths could suddenly be fictitious. "It is said that man cannot exist without sleep for more than a stated number of hours... could not sleep without this or live with that or the other. The first night in Auschwitz we slept in beds constructed in tiers. On each tier (measuring about six-and-a-half to eight feet) slept nine men, directly on the boards. Two blankets shared by nine men" Yet they slept.

Dostoevsky defined man as a being who can acclimate to anything. All of us have learned to live with less. Less going out, less social interactions, fewer trips to the local store and less income. Healthcare workers have learned to function while wearing a mask, face-shield or gown all shift and go without eating or relieving themselves. On a most basic level, this pan-epidemic generates an appreciation of what we have.

But, to say COVID 19 taught us to live without, would not be novel, as all of us are deprived of some comfort at some point in our lives. Even to say we now appreciate what we have, trivializes the dramatic challenges we are enduring.

We still must look for meaning in what seems to be a dark abyss filled with only sorrow and destruction. Perhaps we can already begin to formulate what this meaning might be. Despite the danger, healthcare professionals have put their lives at high risk to save as many people as possible despite the shortages outlined above. Their purpose here is first and foremost saving human life. Clearly it is this purpose which unites us all and gives us meaning, be it from the healthcare professional sitting at the patient\'s bedside with an ambu bag squeezing breaths out for the dying patient who came in after all the ventilators had run out or from the nurses exposing themselves to the virus each time they place a nasal swab in a patient\'s nostril until contacting the virus themselves.

Society today often forgets physicians\' value. Error in healthcare has been touted as a leading cause of death and disability in the US. Malpractice claims have become the norm. The average physician is sued at least once in his career. However, with this new renewed purpose and value where physicians once again proclaim that they are here to save every life they can, I envision a restored respect for physicians and other healthcare workers on the front lines. ED patient volumes may decrease because patients too may realize that a visit to a doctor or emergency room is reserved for those that really need it. Legislation protecting physicians from liability during the difficult decisions involved in resource allocation may be a harbinger for future regulations protecting a precious physicians\' workforce from litigation. Malpractice claims that don\'t include gross negligence may become legend and instead the dignity and reverence physicians once had in society will be restored.

I think all of us, whether we are healthcare workers or haircutters, sanitation engineers or bankers, may once again view the value of human life as sacred. The merits of handwashing or covering one\'s mouth when one sneezes will no longer be debated, but rather become instinctive. Telemedicine will no longer be a dream for the future, but a reality now. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) have already expanded access to telehealth services so that vulnerable populations can receive a wider range of services without having to travel to a healthcare facility. We have long struggled with organizing healthcare at home for the indigent, disabled, debilitated and elderly, but video calls are now the norm and require little technical savvy-yet another approach that may allow more lives to be saved.

For healthcare workers, a day will come once more when ventilators are no longer in scarce supply. The patient who is less likely to survive will once more have a chance to stay alive. This too upholds this value to preserve life as much as possible. The time it takes to put on appropriate personal protective equipment for potential exposures will no longer be questioned or thought of as wasted time - again with a focus in keeping as many lives intact as possible and avoiding the spread of infection and disease.

Without life there is no purpose, and without meaning there can be no future. As trying as these days may be, if we can survive with what we don\'t have, we can strive for what we want and someday this will no longer be a dream.
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